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Waht a difference!! Jusuru-this is a
new product I found that puts
collagen back into your body. and it
helps with arthritis, pain and
growing hair-amazing!! I have been
on it 9days and lost 8 lbs, my skin is

I love to swish and swallow Jusuru It
Metabolizes fat, heals Osteo
Arthritis and helps bones, skin, hair,
teeth and gums, eyes, ears and
joints. My knee doesn't hurt to go
up and down stairs now. It also
metabolizes fat! It has already
started to tighten and smooth the
skin on my tummy (without a $10K
tummy tuck) and my purple stretch
marks are gone.
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Patti Miner
Health, Diet and Exercise

Jusuru International, Inc. 7 US and
international patents for the only
natural, nutritional product in the
world that regrows cartilage,
rejuvenates bones, joints, hair, skin,
nails, eyes, and improves lines and
wrinkles from the inside out!
www.jusuru.com/...
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Jusuru Life Blend is a miracle in a
bottle. www.jusuru.com/...
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A Healthier U Lifestyle Co.
Products I Love

Jusuru - Backed by numerous
clinical trials and 7 US and
international patents - Healthy
Joints and Youthful Skin.

by Jusuru International, Inc.
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hansen
The Healthy Home Business

 PLAY

Chronic Pain is a step by step day
by day struggle for each single
task...for me, cause is RA & OA.

from Arachnoid Mommie
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Suz_P !!!!
Health [Awareness & Humor]

Jusuru Life Blend did this and much
more. If you have arthritis or any
joint or skin problem, you need to
look at this. notjustajuice.com
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Teresa Lindsay
Liquid Biocell by Jusuru Inte…

Comments

Kerry Ilkanic saved to Health, feel & look better!
Waht a difference!! Jusuru-this is a new product I found that
puts collagen back into your body. and it helps with arthritis,
pain and growing hair-amazing!! I have been on it 9days and
lost 8 lbs, my skin is softer and I went down .50 on my reading
glasses!! All true!! Call me or write if you want to know more -
Truthfully - Kerry
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